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Vivian Chen, Resident Counselor  
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BA, University of North Carolina, MDiv, Princeton Theological Seminary
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Mark Blaifeder, Assistant Vice President for Finance  
BA, Queens College, City University of New York, MILR, Cornell University

Rebecca Fraley-Corrado, Assistant Vice President for Administration  
BS, St. John’s University, MPA, Bernard M. Baruch College, City University of New York

Carl Harrell, Bursar  
BA, Virginia Wesleyan College

George Jefremow, Executive Director, Facilities  
BS, New Jersey Institute of Technology, PE

John Johnston, Controller/Assistant Treasurer  
BS, United States Naval Academy, MBA, George Washington University

Angela Palumbo, Director, Payroll  
CEP, BS, College of Saint Elizabeth

Nancy Su, Director, Budget  
BA, Harvard-Radcliffe College, MPPM, Yale University

GENERAL COUNSEL

Stephen P. Tuttle, General Counsel and Secretary of the College  
BA, Franklin and Marshall College, JD, Syracuse University

Lisa Okubo, Associate General Counsel  
BA, Barnard College, JD, Fordham University

HUMAN RESOURCES

Fred DeJohn, Acting Vice President for Human Resource Management and Labor Relations  
BA, New York University, JD, New York School

Karen Yuen, Assistant Vice President for Human Resources and Labor Relations  
BA, Pace University, MA, The New School

Directors and Coordinators

Michele Davis, Director, Compensation and Benefits  
BA, Temple University

Eric Odin, Director, Human Resources Services  
BA, Northwestern University, MA, George Mason University, JD, George Washington University
Karen Primack, Director, Employee and Labor Relations
BFA, Hofstra University, JD, Touro College Jacob D. Fuchsberg Law Center
Information Technology

Gregg Chottiner, Vice President for Information Technology and CIO
BSEE, Capitol College, MSIT, University of Maryland University College, Certificate, General Services Administration CIO University

Van Buren Winston, Jr., Assistant Vice President for Software Services and Information Access
BS, Stevens Institute of Technology, Certificate, Management Program for Executives, University of Pittsburgh
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BA, Dartmouth College, MA, PhD, Yale University
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BA, MBA, The George Washington University, MA, Fashion Institute of Technology
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BFA

Eleanor L. Fried, Professor Emeritus of Illustration 1947-1973
BA

Barry S. Ginsburg, Professor Emeritus of Science and Mathematics 1956-1992
BA, MA, EdD

Newton Godnick, Professor Emeritus of Fashion Buying and Merchandising 1963-1992
BS, MS

Hilde W. Jaffe, Professor Emeritus of Fashion Design 1959-1992
AAS, BA

Richard J. Meagher, Dean Emeritus for Continuing Education 1965-1994
BA, MA, EdD

Vittorina Rolfo, Professor Emeritus of Apparel Design 1945-1970
BS

Rosalind Snyder, Founder Dean Emeritus 1944-1963
BS, MA

Arthur A. Winters, Professor Emeritus of Advertising and Marketing Communications, 1959-1992
BA, MBA, EdD